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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2015150695A1] The invention relates to a roller (1) of an epilator head for a motorised epilator, including: a stationary central shaft
intended for being rotatably connected to a housing of the epilator; a tubular cage which is rotatably movable about the central shaft and intended for
being rotated by a motor of the apparatus and which supports at least one row of tweezers (15) each formed by a stationary blade rigidly connected
to the tubular cage and a blade that is moveable between an open position in which the movable blade is separated from the stationary blade and
a closed position in which the movable blade is in contact with the stationary blade; means for moving the movable blades between the open and
closed positions thereof during the rotation of the tubular cage about the central shaft, said moving means including actuators intended for moving
said movable blades using magnetic forces. According to the invention, the moving means include, for each movable blade, an individual leg which
is translatably connected to said blade and which is intended for interacting with at least one actuator, at least in order to close the movable blade.
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